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joint signature scheme. As a contribution, other method is
also proposed in which message is hashed along with
signature generation and then encryption and decryption is
done along with signature verification and performance
analysis is done for both method.[1]
Rest of the paper is organized as follows- Section II
includes the related work. Section III presents the proposed
solution and experimental results and measures are shown in
Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.

Abstract—Mobile commerce is becoming common nowadays
as it looks more convenient for a user to pay through their
mobile phones rather than other electronic payment systems
and it reduces frauds in electronic payments. This paper
describes the performance analysis of sign then encryption and
encryption then sign of the messages on joint signature scheme.
Asymmetric encryption/decryption is applied along with
signature generation and verification to make it secure and to
authenticate user. This paper tells which method cryptsign or
signcrypt is better by measuring its performance and memory
consumption. Experimental results shows that signcrypt take
lesser time and memory consumption as compared to cryptsign
technique.we conclude that signcrypt as compared to cryptsign
technique is better on joint signature scheme.

II. RELATED WORK

Index Terms—Cryptsign, decryption, encryption, signcrypt,
signature generation, signature verification.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the development in m-commerce many methods are
proposed for secure payment or message using mobile
phones for buying products or doing any kind of payment.
One method proposed was joint signature scheme. Joint
signature scheme is a scheme that involves the signature
generation by one party and signature verification at other
party. Signatures are being used from a long time for security
purpose in the network or computer security field. To make
this method more secure and efficient encryption using joint
signature was proposed. Encryption can be done before
signature and after signature generation on the message.
Encryption before signature generation is known as cryptsign
and encryption after signature generation is signcrypt.
Encryption is done to handle the confidentiality of the data i.e.
to make more and more secure transaction over the mobile
network.[1]
To propose which method is more efficient and secure this
research is conducted. Encryption on message then signature
generation is done on that encrypted message, while in other
method message is signed first then encryption is applied on
that signed message and original message. Asymmetric
encryption and decryption is more secure hence applied to
get the result for encryption then SHA256 hashing is used
along with signature generation and verification functions for
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Khan et.al. [2] proposed a system on the security of joint
signature and hybrid encryption. The proposed system
describes the security of the messages using hybrid
encryption and digital signature for authenticity. In this
scheme encrypt then sign is used rather then sign then encrypt.
Hybrid encryption is used for fast encryption with digitally
joint signatures.
Li-Sha et.al. [3] proposed a scheme “a new scheme-joint
signature scheme”. In this scheme signature are generated on
messages by trusted third party and verified by the message
receiver or service provider to prevent from fraudulent
actions by the network operator or any other entity.
Habib et.al. [4] carried out a research for the integrity of
digitally signed messages using joint signature scheme by
applying hash on messages to make it more secure. in this
research encryption is done then signature generation is done
and integrity is done on both entities i.e. trusted third party
and message receiver which proved them that message hasn’t
been altered by any unauthorized party and delivered as it
was sent by the message sender.
Chen et.al. [5] researched on server-aided signature
scheme for mobile commerce and proposed a system to
overcome the limited computation power of mobile device
and involve a trusted proxy server to coordinate transactions.
They use a technique in which mobile user gets an
applications service via trusted proxy server such then the
application server can get a verified signature.
Harn et.al. [6] proposed that new digital signature scheme
based on discrete logarithm is better than ElGamal signature
scheme as it simplifies the signature generation process, it
speeds up the signature verification process, it has a
broadband subliminal channel to allow any secret
information to be concealed in the signature and the secret
information can only be recovered by insiders with the secret
key shared with the signer.
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III. PROPOSED SOLOTION

Step 7:
Encrypted message (EM) is decrypted to get the original
message (M).
Step 8:
Signed encrypted hashed message is then verified using
signature verification algorithm.
Another model is proposed for signcrypt service. This model
describes signature generation than encryption on joint signature
scheme. This model defines its function as below.
Second proposed model is shown below in which signing first
than encryption is done.

The symbols used in this paper are defined in table 1.
TABLE I: DEFINITIONS OF SYMBOLS
symbol
M
Ep
EM
EHM
Sg(EH)
ESM
HM
Sg(H)
ESg(H)
Dp

definition
message
encryption
Encrypted message
Encrypted hashed message
Signed encrypted hashed message
Encrypted signed message
Hashed message
Signed hashed message
Encrypted signed hashed message
decryption

Two models are proposed in this research. One for encrypt
then sign and other for sign then encrypt. First model describes
encryption then signature generation on joint signature scheme.
This model is shown below.

Fig. 2.signcrypt on joint signatures.

In second model (figure 2) a message is hashed using hash
function and then trusted third party apply signature on that
hashed message. Encryption is done after signing the message on
signed message on original message also to make it secure.

Algorithm:
Basic steps in signcrypt scheme are as following.
Step 1:
Message (M) is hashed to make hashed message (HM).
Step 2:
Hashed message is along with original message is sent to
trusted third party (TTP).
Step 3:
Signature generation is done by TTP to give signed hashed
message (Sg(H)).
Step 4:
Now signed message is encrypted to give encrypted signed
message (ESg(H)).and original message is also encrypted to
give encrypted message.(EM)
Step 5:
Encrypted signed hashed message (ESg(H)) and encrypted
message(EM) are concatenated to give encrypted signed
message (ESM) than sent to message receiver (MR).
ESg(H)+EM=ESM
Step 6:
Encrypted message (EM) is than decrypted to give message
(M) which is then hashed.
Step 7:
Encrypted signed hashed message (ESg(H)) is decrypted to
get Sg(H).
Step 8:
Signed hashed message is then verified using signature

Fig. 1.cryptsign on joint signatures.

In first model(Figure 1) encryption is applied on a message
sent by message sender or user, then hashed and signature is
generated by trusted third party and encrypted and signed
message is sent to message receiver or network provider.
Decryption of message is done to get a message and signature is
verified by message receiver.

Algorithm:
Basic steps in cryptsign scheme are given below.
Step 1:
Message (M) is encrypted to make encrypted message (EM).
Step 2:
Encrypted message (EM) is than hashed using hash algorithm to
give encrypted hashed message (EHM).
Step 3:
Encrypted message (EM) and encrypted hashed message (EHM)
is then sent to trusted third party (TTP).
Step 4:
Signature generation is done by TTP to give signed encrypted
hashed message (Sg(EH)).
Step 5:
Signed encrypted hashed message and encrypted message are
concatenated to give encrypted signed message (ESM) than sent
to message receiver (MR).
Sg(EH)+EM=ESM
Step 6:
Encrypted message (EM) is hashed.
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verification algorithm.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Two techniques for joint signature scheme are proposed in this
paper. One in encryption then sign on joint signatures and other
is sign then encryption on joint signatures. The system is made
more secure and analysis was done to know which method is
more efficient and less complex by measuring the time and
memory consumed by these methods in section 4.it is concluded
from experiments and results that signcrypt is more efficient and
consume less memory as compared to cryptsign.
In future more work can be done on encryption and

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Two proposed schemes known as cryptsign and signcrypt are
compared with respect to time consumed by taking same
message length. Message length is constant in both cases and are
compared which one is more efficient. These schemes are also
compared, taking the same message length in both proposed
systems, in memory consumption as well.
Figure 3 shows results of time consumed in cryptsign and
signcrypt in milliseconds.

hashing techniques on joint signature scheme.
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Memory consumption is also more in encrypt than sign
technique as compared to sign than encryption as shown in figure
4.
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